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ABSTRACT

Color pixel encoding optimizes the conversion of linear phys-
ical values of light into integer values. The efficiency of such
encoding methods depends on a trade-off between the bit-
depth used and the visible distortion introduced by quanti-
zation. This efficiency for different color pixel encoding ap-
proaches has been evaluated in literature, without considering
the fact that before transmission to the end-user, color en-
coded content needs to be compressed using a video codec.
Thus, to be efficient, a color pixel encoding scheme needs
not only to achieve the lowest bit-depth, but also to allow
for efficient video compression ratio. Yet, when compressing
dark video sequences, the most efficient color pixel encoding
scheme known as Y’DuDv requires much higher bit-rates,
hence negating its high encoding efficiency. In this article, we
propose a chroma scaling technique that adaptively restricts
the bit-depth of the chroma channels for optimized encoding
of High Dynamic Range content. Results show that the pro-
posed scaling reduces Y’DuDv bit-rate requirements for dark
content while preserving its high color accuracy.

Index Terms— HDR, Pixel Encoding, Compression

1. INTRODUCTION

High Dynamic Range (HDR) content and displays are gain-
ing momentum in commercial shows and the broadcasting in-
dustry sector. Several international standard organizations,
such as MPEG (Motion Picture Expert Group) and SMPTE
(Society of Motion Picture Television Engineers), are already
working on standardizing techniques to allow this new revo-
lution in digital media to reach the consumer market. How-
ever, this requires major effort, since HDR pixel represen-
tation is fundamentally different from that of Low Dynamic
Range (LDR).

Indeed, HDR pixels correspond to absolute light inten-
sity (measured in cd/m2) represented by floating point val-
ues, while LDR pixels are integer code values whose light
intensity is related to the capabilities of the used display [1].
Since the entire distribution pipeline has been devised for in-
teger code values, HDR content needs to be adapted to fit the
restricted bit-depth that a codec (coder-decoder) can handle.

This is done through color pixel encoding. Optimum encod-
ing should require the smallest number of bits per pixel while
minimizing the visibility of contouring artifacts due to quan-
tization into integer values. A color pixel encoding scheme is
considered as perceptually lossless over a defined color gamut
and dynamic range, if at a targeted bit-depth, no human ob-
server can detect a difference between the encoded and origi-
nal content.

A recent study [2] has evaluated several color pixel encod-
ing methods with respect to the minimum bit-depth required
to encode color patches without visual loss. The results of this
study show that content, encoded in Y’DuDv on a single bit-
depth, oversamples the chroma channels, such that it includes
information that is invisible to the human eye. To remove this
information (visual noise), we propose a chroma scaling tech-
nique that exploits the experimental results reported in [2] to
adaptively restrict the bit-depth of the chroma channels for
optimized encoding.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the different color pixel encoding schemes consid-
ered in this paper along with the results reported in [2]. Then,
a chroma scaling technique agnostic to any color pixel encod-
ing scheme is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 evaluates
the compression efficiency of different color pixel encoding
schemes and assesses the gain brought by the proposed scal-
ing technique. Finally, Section 5 concludes this article and
provides some future research opportunities.

2. COLOR PIXEL ENCODING SCHEMES FOR
HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE CONTENT

HDR technology, through the use of full gamut color space
(e.g., CIE XYZ [3]) in floating point values, matches and
can even surpass the human vision system capabilities [1, 4].
However, such a representation requires large amounts of data
and thus causes challenges in terms of storage capacity, com-
putational complexity and throughput. Furthermore, image
and video processing are devised to process integer valued
images. These challenges and issues become a barrier for en-
tering HDR to the consumer market. To this end, color pixel
encoding is used to convert floating-point physical values to
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Fig. 1: Minimum bit-depth required to encode chroma chan-
nels using Y’DzDx, Y’CbCr and Y’DuDv .

integer (perceptually encoded) values. Perceptually encoded
luminance channel (Y) is traditionally denoted as luma (Y’)
while chrominance channels are known as chroma.

A recent evaluation compared HDR color pixel encoding
with respect to the minimum bit-depth required to avoid quan-
tization artifacts. Investigated color pixel encoding schemes
were Y’CbCr, Y’DuDv and Y’DzDx. The Y’CbCr ap-
proach cannot represent the full visible gamut and is obtained
by converting RGB tri-stimulus values using the transforma-
tion matrix described in the BT.2020 recommendation [5]
(the BT.709 recommendation [6] was not considered). The
Y’DuDv scheme is based on the CIE Lu′v′ color space [7]
and is approximately perceptually uniform over the full visi-
ble gamut. Finally Y’DzDx converts pixels represented in the
CIE 1931 XYZ color space [3] using a standardized SMPTE
transformation matrix [8]. Note that all three encodings rely
on the SMPTE ST 2084 [9] luminance encoding, also known
as the Perceptual Quantizer (PQ) [10]. PQ has shown to be
the most efficient encoding approach, requiring no more than
11 bits to represent gray patches without any visual loss [2]
(for natural images it requires no more than 10 bits [10]).

Fig. 1 reports the results of an experiment, conducted in
[2], in which observers determined the minimum number of
bits required for encoding chroma channels using the three
aforementioned encodings. Note that the range of tested lu-
minance varied from 0.05 to 50 cd/m2 as it is assumed that
below 0.05 cd/m2, few color information can be perceived
by the HVS (Human Visual System). Actual measurements
above 50 cd/m2 were not made because current commercial
displays are limited in term of reproducing saturated colors at
high luminance value. As it is observed in Fig. 1, the Y’CbCr

scheme requires slightly more than 9 bits to encode chroma
channels while Y’DuDv requires from 6 to 9 bits depend-
ing on the luminance. As the Y’DzDx scheme provides the
worst results and thus is no longer considered by the SMPTE,
we will not include it in this article.

From the above discussion and Fig 1, two observations

Fig. 2: Workflow of HDR perceptual encoding technique with
the proposed chroma scaling method.

can be made. First, luma and chroma channels require dif-
ferent bit-depths. Second, for the Y’DuDv encoding, the op-
timum bit-depth of the chroma channels varies with the lu-
minance. However, video compression standard such as the
ITU-T H.265/MPEG-H Part 2 High Efficiency Video Codec
(HEVC) [11] rely on input content quantized on a fixed bit-
depth (e.g. 8, 10 or 12 bits usually). Thus when quantizing
any content, using a single bit-depth for all channels results
in oversampling the chroma information.

3. CHROMA SCALING FOR HIGH DYNAMIC
RANGE VIDEO COMPRESSION

In the previous section, we reported the results of an ex-
periment detailing the minimum bit-depth to encode color
patches without introducing quantization artifacts. We stated
that when quantizing content in Y’CbCr or Y’DuDv , the
chroma channels are usually oversampled compared to the
luma. Thus we propose to adjust the number of code values
required to quantize chroma channels so that it matches the
minimum bit-depth reported in [2].

The workflow of the modified HDR perceptual encoding
is depicted in Fig. 2. Note that our technique aims at reducing
the number of code values, thus the scaling is always smaller
or equal to 1. The performed scaling can be expressed in a
generic fashion by:

C∗ = min(1, 2F(Y)−nC), (1)

where C and C∗ are the original and scaled chroma channels,
respectively, while n is the targeted bit-depth. F(Y) is a scal-
ing function depending on the chosen encoding. Note that if
F(Y) >= n), no scaling is performed.

Fig.1 shows that for the Y’CbCr encoding, the bit-depth
is independent of the luminance value. The scaling of the
chroma channel is then simply:

F(Y) = p, (2)

where p is the bit-depth corresponding to the restricting range
for the chroma value taken from Fig. 1. For example, a
conservative approach would be to choose p = 10 while a
more aggressive one would be p = 9. Recall that p is always
smaller or equal to the targeted bit-depth n.

For the Y’DuDv encoding, Fig.1 shows that the bit-depth
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Fig. 3: Luma Y’ versus chroma Du for the first frame of the
Market3 sequence. Channels are quantized on 10 bits.

should vary linearly in the log domain from 0.05 to 50 cd/m2:

F(Y) = a · log(Y) + b =
p(50)− p(0.05)

log(50/0.05)
log(Y) + b, (3)

where p(50) and p(0.05) correspond to the chosen bit-depth
at 50 and 0.05 cd/m2, respectively, and b is computed so as to
ensure that F(50) = p(50). A conservative approach would
be to choose p(50) = 9, p(0.05) = 6 and b = 7.301. Using
these values, we plot in Figs. 3 and 4, the distribution of the
Du channel depending of the luma value before and after per-
forming the scaling. We observe that the number of used code
values is reduced for the scaled chroma (Fig. 4). It is evident
that chroma scaling efficiently restricts the range of the code
values used to better match the limitations of the HVS. The
resulted perceptually encoded content is still represented with
the same number of bits, as the minimum bit-depth is based on
the luma channel requirements. Note that reducing the range
of code value increases the quantization loss, even though this
loss corresponds to visual noise. Consequently, using chroma
scaling has higher distortion compared to the original content
when distortion is measured using metrics such as the MSE
(Mean Square of Error). The assumption behind perceptual
encoding though is that, although the distortion is higher, the
visual quality is the same since only visual noise has been re-
moved. Furthermore, the compression of processed content,
using a codec, should be more efficient since code values are
easier to predict and a smaller amount of invisible high fre-
quencies is present in the videos. This assumption is similar
to the work in [12], where the dynamic range of HDR con-
tent is restricted to preserve temporal coherency and hence
increase temporal prediction between frames. The next sec-
tion assesses the gain that the chroma scaling technique can
bring in term of compression efficiency.

4. COMPRESSION EFFICIENCY

To evaluate the compression efficiency, we encoded 4 HDR
video sequences considered by the MPEG Call for Evidence
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Fig. 4: Luma Y’ versus scaled chroma D∗u for the first frame
of the Market3 sequence. Channels are quantized on 10 bits.

(CfE) for HDR and Wide Color Gamut (WCG) Video Cod-
ing [13] using HEVC (HM 16.6). We tested four encod-
ing schemes: Y’CbCr (BT.2020), Y’C∗bC∗r (BT.2020 with
p = 9), Y’DuDv and Y’D∗uD∗v (with p(50) = 9, p(0.05) = 6
and b = 7.301). As Y’CbCr is known to have color artifacts
when using 4:2:0 chroma sampling [14], all videos were com-
pressed using full chroma sampling 4:4:4. Each compressed
content was perceptually decoded (inverse of perceptual en-
coding in Fig. 2) and converted to the CIE XYZ color space
[3] before running any metrics. As there is no consensus on
which metric should be used to test HDR video compression,
we chose, for the luminance channel, to compute the HDR-
VDP 2.2 [15], as this metric takes into account most of the
HVS limitations. HDR-VDP 2.2 attempt to predict the Mean
Opinion Score (MOS) of subjective tests. However, HDR-
VDP does not take into account colors, hence we computed
the ∆E00 metric which reports distortion between two differ-
ent colors [16]. It is usually considered that a distortion is
visible if the ∆E00 > 1.

Fig. 5 plots the compression results for a nighttime se-
quence (FireEater2). As it oversamples the chroma channels
in low luminance values (use of 10 bits when only 6 are nec-
essary), Y’DuDv requires much more bandwidth compared
to Y’CbCr. Using Y’D∗uD∗v allows to bring back the band-
width to similar levels with Y’CbCr while achieving the same
HDR-VDP MOS and color distortion (∆E00 < 1). Note that
the use of Y’C∗bC∗r does not affect the compression efficiency.

Fig. 6 plots the results for a broad daylight video se-
quence (Market3). Y’DuDv achieves a lower color distor-
tion (≈ 0.5 reduction in ∆E00), however it reduces the HDR-
VDP MOS score. Y’D∗uD∗v is in between the Y’CbCr and
Y’DuDv for both color and luma metrics. Note that encoding
using Y’C∗bC∗r results in a great increase in the color distor-
tion, showing that more than 9 bits are required to encode
chroma channels in Y’CbCr. As the results for the daylight
scene BalloonFestival are similar to Market3 and since those
from the computer generated Tibul2 exhibited no difference
between the different encodings, they were not plotted.
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Fig. 5: HDR-VDP MOS and ∆E00 for FireEater2 [17]. Higher bit-rates of Y’DuDv were not plotted for better readability.
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Fig. 6: HDR-VDP MOS and ∆E00 for Market3 [17].

These results show that the shortcomings in nighttime
scenes encoded with Y’DuDv can be solved through the use
of our proposed scaling, while preserving a good efficiency
for daytime scenes. Regarding Y’C∗bC∗r , the results indicate
that scaling with p = 9 decreases the compression efficiency,
especially for color reproduction. However, we chose p = 9
because videos were encoded on 10 bits. We expect Y’C∗bC∗r
to bring higher compression efficiency if the videos were to
be encoded on 12 bits and p = 10 was used.

5. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed to scale color pixel encoding
schemes in order to remove visual noise and thus improve
their compression efficiency. A special focus was put on
Y’DuDv , since it is based on the CIE Lu′v′ color space [7],
which exhibits many advantages for video processing, such
as perceptual uniformity and low bit-depth requirements. The
proposed scaling reduces Y’DuDv’s main drawback, which
is its high bandwidth requirements for nighttime scenes due
to the oversampling of chroma channels.

The results of scaling Y’CbCr show that using fewer
than 10 bits, decreases the content color reproduction quality.
However, for content encoded on more than 10 bits (i.e., 12
or 14 bits), the chroma scaling proposed in this article could
greatly improve compression efficiency. Further tests with
high-bit depth should be conducted to assess the potential
gain. Note that albeit Y’CbCr overall provides better results
than Y’DuDv , Y’CbCr is known to produce artifacts when
performing chroma subsampling with HDR content, which
are not present when using Y’DuDv . Thus using Y’DuDv

with chroma scaling is a simple alternative solution for pre-
venting/reducing chroma artifacts.

Finally, the results presented in this paper are based on ob-
jective metrics. As the chroma scaling technique aims at ex-
ploiting the limitations of the HVS, using a distortion metrics
such as the ∆E00 most likely penalize the proposed method.
Indeed, the proposed scaling removes invisible information
but increases the quantization loss which in turn increases the
distortion metrics. A subjective evaluation conducted with
human observers could possibly reveal higher compression
gain for the proposed scaling and a more pertinent score for
the color accuracy.
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